Class-5th, Subject-Hindi

*To fill and learn exercise of lesson 6
* Write a page in sulekh sarita.

Class -5thSub: S.St
Chapter - 3
Weather Vs Climate
Watch the video and answer the following questions in notebook.
Q. 1 What is weather?
Ans.Weather is hour to hour and day to day condition of the
atmosphere.

Q. 2 What do you know about the climate?
Ans.The climate is the average weather condition of a place over a
long period of time.

Q. 3 Name the factors affecting the climate of a place.
Ans. Temperature, distance from the equator, distance from sea,
ocean current, direction of winds, humidity and rainfall are the factors
affecting the climate of a place.

Q. 4 Define humidity.
Ans. The amount of water vapour or moisture present in air is called
humidity.

Q. 5 The earth is divided into three heat zones. How?

Ans. The earth is divided into three heat zones on the basis of the heat
received by the earth from the sun. These three zones are :(1) Torrid zone :- It is the hottest part of the earth. It lies between the
Tropic of cancer and Tropic of Capricorn.
(2) Frigid zone :- It has cold climate. It lies between the Arctic circle
and north pole and Antarctic circle and south pole.
(3) Temperate zone :- It is neither very hot nor very cold. It lies
between Torrid and Frigid zones in both the hemispheres.

Class - V Subject - Maths
Division of a Fraction by a Fraction
Rule In order to divide a fraction by another fraction, we multiply the dividend
by the reciprocal of the divisor.
For example
Solution

Find 3/14÷ 2/7

Reciprocal of 2/7= 7/2
3/14÷2/7=3/14×7/2=21/28=3/4

Division of a fraction by a Whole Number
Rule A fraction ÷A whole number = The fraction × Reciprocal of the whole
number.
For example
Solution

Find 7/11÷ 14
Reciprocal of 14 = Reciprocal of 14/1=1/14

7/11/÷14=7/11÷14/1=7/11×1/14=7/154=1/22
Division of a whole number by a Fraction

Rule A whole number÷ A fraction= The whole number× Reciprocal of the
fraction
For example
Solution

Find

42÷6/7

Reciprocal of 6/7 is 7/6
42÷6/7=42×7/6=294/6 =49

Q. 1

Divide find the quotient of the following fractions in note book.

(a)

6/7÷3

(b) 7/12÷ 21

(c)

7÷2/3

(e)

7/9÷2/3

(f)

(g)

9/26÷2/13 (h) 7/10÷1/6

Class- Fifth

7/24÷5/12

(d)

33÷3/5

Sub- Science

Chapter- 5(Food, Health and Hygiene)
Q.1 Give two examples of each.Book work-To learn and fill in
book
1 Proteinated food – Egg,pulses
2 Carbohydrated food – Cereals, sugar
3Fatty food –Butter, nuts
4 Communicable diseases – Chicken pox ,tuberculosis.
5Non- communicable diseases – Beriberi, Rickets.
Q2 Write one word for the following.
1Food with all the nutrients – Balanced diet
2Diseases caused by infection-Infectious diseases.
3Diseases that can pass from one sick person to another healthy
person – Communicable diseases
4Diseases caused by the deficiency of vitamin c – Scurvy
5 Disease caused by the deficiency of iodine – Goitre
Q 3 Tick odd-one- out giving reason.
1. Rice, Wheat, Orange, Potato.
2. Fast food, Carbohydrates, Proteins, Minerals.
3. Beri- Beri, Rickets, Tuberculosis, Goitre.

4. Rest,Hygiene, Exercise, Late night sleep.
5. Bacteria, Tape worm, Protozoa, Virus
Ans- 1 Orange- Because others are source of carbohydrate
except orange.
2 Fast Food.- Because others are nutrients of food except fast
food
3 Tuberculosis.- Because others are deficiency diseases except
tuberculosis
4 Late- night sleep- Because others are part of healthy life except
Late-night sleep.
5 Tape worm- Because others are micro organism except Tape
worm.
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Subject : English "Weavers"

Lesson-4 (Claude Money and the Haystack)
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Read lesson 4
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